
Abstract - Visual Secret sharing schemes (VSSS) and biometrics 
have	been	identified	as	the	two	most	important	aspects	of	digital	
security. VSSS uses the human visual system to perform the 
decryption.	A	VSSS	allows	confidential	messages	to	be	encrypted	
into k-out-of-n secret sharing schemes. Whenever the number 
of	 participants	 from	 the	 group	 (n)	 is	 greater	 than	 or	 equal	 to	
the	threshold	value	(k),	the	confidential	message	can	be	obtained	
by these participants. VSSS is interesting because decryption 
can be done with no prior knowledge of cryptography and can 
be performed without any complex cryptographic Algorithms. 
Based on this study, a new approach to analyze VSSS that uses 
biometric approach is given in this paper. 
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1. IntroductIon

There is an increasing dependence on computers at all levels 
of our life wherein, personal and sensitive information is 
beingstored and transmitted using computer systems and 
networks every day. This revolution, however, has brought 
with it new threats and computer crimes as noticed in 
the increased number of computer attacks and break-ins. 
Replicating important information will give greater chance to 
intruders to access it. On the other hand, having only one copy 
of this information means that if this copy is destroyed there 
is no way to retrieve it. Thus, there is a great need to handle 
information in a secure and reliable way. 

During analysis of information processing and management 
tasks, at least two important questions related thereto 
may be defined. The first is the gathering and storage of 
secret information used in specific companies, institutions, 
or banks. In the recent years this question was intensely 
developed, and there are many dedicated systems for 
intelligent semantic querying for selected information 
as well as systems for archiving such data according to 
a variety of semantic information. Some databases may 
include information of special importance or sensitivity, 
e.g. of strategic data. Therefore, it is worth to focus our 
attention to the other significant question related to intelligent 
information management. It is the question of the capacity 
to ensure secrecy and selective access to such data for the 
authorized persons. As such data is ever more often stored in 
digital form; it becomes necessary to design new solutions 
and algorithms that allow sharing of crucial information 
between appropriately authorized persons. Such a potential of 
managing strategic information may be acquired thanks to the 
use of certain mathematical techniques, originating from the 
fields of cryptography 

In such situations, secret sharing is of great relevance. The 
basic idea of secret sharing is to divide the information into 
pieces, so that qualified subsets of these pieces (shares) can 
be used to recover the secret. Intruders need to get access 
to several shares to retrieve the complete information. 
Similarly, they need to destroy several shares to destroy 
the whole information. The concept of secret sharing was 
independently introduced by Shamir [1]. Secret sharing 
becomes indispensable whenever secret information needs to 
be kept collectively by a group of participants in such a way 
that only a qualified subgroup is able to reconstruct the secret. 
An example of such a scheme is a k-out-of-n threshold secret 
sharing in which there are n participants holding their shares 
of the secret and every k (k ≤ n) participants can collectively 
recreate the secret while any k-1 participants cannot get any 
information about the secret. The need for secret sharing arises 
if the storage system is not reliable and secure. Secret sharing 
is also useful if the owner of the secret does not trust any 
single person [3]. This concept was first applied to numbers, 
but in the 1994 researchers extended this concept to images. 
Visual cryptography is one such method which implements 
secret sharing for images [2].

The biometrics technology brings a new dimension to 
individual identity verification [6]. It provides a guaranteed 
level of accuracy and consistency over traditional methods. 
Biometrics means “the statistical analysis of biological 
observations and phenomena”. It refers to the use of 
distinctive physical (e.g., fingerprints, face, retina, iris, hand 
geometry, palm) and behavioral (e.g., gait, signature, speech) 
characteristics for automatically recognizing individuals [7].
For VSSS, if it makes use of biometric authentication it will 
provide more security.

II. classIc secret sharIng

An algorithm for splitting and sharing secret information 
is an young branch of cryptography. In the most general 
case, their objective is to generate such parts for the data in 
question that could be shared by multiple authorized persons. 
What arises here is the problem of splitting information in 
a manner allowing its reconstruction by a certain n-person 
group interested in the reconstruction of the split information. 
Algorithm solutions developed to achieve this objective 
should at the same time make sure that none of the groups of 
participants in such a protocol, whose number is lesser than 
the required m persons, could not read the split message. The 
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algorithms for dividing information make it possible to split 
it into chunks known as shadows that are later distributed 
among the participants of the protocol so that the shares of 
certain subsets of users, when combined together, are capable 
of reconstructing the original information. There are two 
groups of algorithms for dividing information, namely, secret 
splitting and secret sharing [4].

In the first technique, information is distributed among 
the participants of the protocol, and all the participants are 
required to put together their parts to have it reconstructed. 
A more universal method of splitting information is the latter 
method, i.e. secret sharing. In this case, the message is also 
distributed among the participants of the protocol, yet to 
have it reconstructed it is enough to have a certain number 
of constituent shares defined while building the scheme. 
The other types of splitting techniques are the methods for 
information sharing. They are information distribution 
methods that are somewhat more complex. The algorithms 
for information sharing are also known as threshold schemes. 
Using such a scheme allows taking any information and 
splitting it into n discretional parts known as shares. In such 
a manner that any m (where m≤n) from among them may be 
used to reconstruct the information. This is the so-called (m, 
n)-threshold scheme [9].

III. vIsual secret sharIng schemes

VSSS proposed by Naor and Shamir [2], is one of the 
cryptographic methods to share secret images. A VSSS 
for a set P of n participants is a method to encode a secret 
image (SI) into n shadow images called shares, where each 
participant in P receives one share. Certain qualified subsets 
of participants can visually recover the SI, but other, forbidden 
sets of participants have no information on the SI. A ‘visual 
recovery’ of the qualified set X means that they can see the 
SI by Xeroxing the shares given to the participants in X onto 
transparencies and then stacking them. Thus, the participants 
in a qualified set X will be able to see the SI without any 
knowledge of cryptography and without performing any 
Cryptographic Computation [5].

The VSSS describes the way in which an image is encrypted 
and decrypted. There are different types of VSSS.For example, 
there is the k-out-of-n scheme that says n shares will have to 
be produced to encrypt an image, and k shares must be stacked 
to decrypt the image. If the number of shares stacked is less 
than k, the original image is not revealed. The other schemes 
are 2-out-of-n and n-out-of-n VSSS. In the 2-out-of-n scheme 
n shares will be produced to encrypt an image, and any two 
shares must be stacked to decrypt the image. In the n-out-of-n 
scheme, n shares will be produced to encrypt an image, and 
n shares must be stacked to decrypt the image. If the number 
of shares stacked is less than n, the original image is not 
revealed. Increasing the number of shares or participants will 
automatically increase the level of security of the encrypted 

message [15].In this section, 2-out-of-n scheme is analyzed 
with its model, basic theory and result.

A. The model

Let P = {1, 2… n} be a set of elements called participants and 
let 2P denote the collection of all subsets of P. Let ΓQ⊆ 2P and 
ΓF⊆ 2P, where ΓQ ∩ ΓF = θ .The members of ΓQ are called 
qualified sets and members of ΓF are called forbidden sets. 
The pair (ΓQ, ΓF) is called the access structure of the scheme.

Define ΓO which consist of all minimal qualified sets:

ΓO = {A∈ΓQ: A| ∉ΓQ for all Al⊂A}

The message (secret data) consists of a collection of black and 
white pixels. Each pixel appears in n version called shares, 
one for each transparency. Each share is a collection of m 
black and white sub pixels. The resulting structure can be 
described by an nx m Boolean matrix S = [sij], where

Sij = 0 ⇔ the jth sub pixel in the ith share is black.
Sij = 1 ⇔ the jth sub pixel in the ith share is white.

Let (ΓQ, ΓF) be an access structure on a set of n participants. 
A (ΓQ, ΓF, α) - VCS with the relative difference α and set 
of thresholds 1≤d ≤m is realized using the two n x m basis 
matrices S0 and S1 if the following two conditions hold:
(1) If X = {i1, i2 …ip}∈ΓQ, then the “or” V of rows i1, i2 …ip 

of S0 satisfies H (V) ≤ d – α .m; whereas, for S1 it results 
that H (V) ≥ d.

(2) If X = {i1, i2 …ip}∈ΓF, then the two p x m matrices 
obtained by restricting S0 and S1 to rows i1, i2,………ip are 
identical up to a column permutation.

The first condition is called contrast and the second condition 
is called security. 

The collections of matricesC0and C1 are obtained by 
permuting the columns of the basis matrices S0 and S1 in all 
possible ways [9].The important parameters of the scheme are
• m, the number of sub pixels in a share. This represents the 

loss in resolution from the original image to the shared 
one.

 The m should be as small as possible. The m is computed 
using the equation:

 m = 2n-1    ............... (1)
• α, the relative difference. It determines how well the 

original image is recognizable. This represents the loss in 
contrast. The α should be as large as possible. The relative 
difference α is calculated using the equation:

 α = | nb– nw | / m    ............... (2)
 Where nb and nw are the number of the black sub pixels 

which are generated from a black and white pixels in the 
original image, respectively.
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• β, the contrast. The value β is to be as large as possible. 
The minimum contrast that is required to ensure that the 
black and white areas will be distinguishable is β≥ 1. The 
contrast β is computed using the equation:

 β = α.m    .................. (3)

B. Basic theory

The basic idea of visual cryptography can be best described 
by considering a 2-out-of-2 VSSS. Let us consider a binary 
secret image S containing exactly m pixels. The dealer creates 
two shares (binary images), S1 and S2, consisting of exactly 
two pixels for each pixel in the secret image as shown in Table 
1. If the pixel in S is black, the dealer randomly chooses one 
row from the first two rows of Table 1. Similarly, if the pixel 
in S is white, the dealer randomly chooses one row from the 
last two rows of Table 1.

table 1. the PIxel Pattern for 2-out-of-2 vsss

To analyze the security of the 2-out-of-2 VSSS, the dealer 
randomly chooses one of the two pixel patterns (black or 
white) from the Table 1 for the shares S1 and S2. The pixel 
selection is random so that the shares S1 and S2 consist of equal 
number of black and white pixels. Therefore, by inspecting a 
single share, one cannot identify the secret pixel as black or 
white. Therefore, this method provides perfect security. The 
two participants can recover the secret pixel by superimposing 
the two shared sub pixels. If the superimposition results in 
two black sub pixels, the original pixel was black; if the 
superimposition creates one black and one white sub pixel, it 
indicates that the original pixel was white.

C. Result

Where original secret image(Fig.1a), which is encoded in to 
two shares: share 1(Fig.1b) and share 2 (Fig.1c).The Fig. 1d 
is the result of laying share1 over share2 in the ‘2 out of 2’ 
VSSS scheme.

Fig.1. A 2-out of -2 VSSS with 2 sub pixel layout 
(a) Original Secret Image ;(b) share1; (c) Share 2;
(d) Retrieved Image (share1 +share2)

The Fig.1 shows 2-out of -2 VSSS with 2 sub pixel layout.

Iv. bIometrIc technIques

Biometric characteristics provide a unique natural signature of 
a person and it is widely accepted. Each biometric technique 
has its advantages and disadvantages. The applicability 
of a specific biometric technique depends heavily on the 
application domain. No single biometric can meet the entire 
requirement (e.g. accuracy, cost, practicality, etc.)[14].A brief 
comparison of biometric techniques based on three factors is 
provided in Table1. 

Biometrics can operate in one of two modes: the identification 
mode, in which the identity of an unknown user is determined, 
and the verification mode, in which a claimed identity is either 
accepted or rejected. On this basis biometrics were applied 
in many high end applications, with governments, defense 
and airport security being major customers. However, there 
are some areas in which biometric applications are moving 
towards commercial application, namely, network/PC login 
security, web page security, employee recognition, time and 
attendance systems, and voting solutions. The biometric 
systems also enhance user convenience by alleviating the 
need to design and remember passwords [14].
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table 2. comParIson of varIous bIometrIc technologIes

v. archItecture of the ProPosed system

The systems of our application have following objectives.
• Selection of one of the classical schemes for secret 

sharing.
• Splitting the secret information [Image] into white and 

black pixels using selected visual secret sharing scheme.
• Creation of shares with black and white pixels.
• Checking the biometric authenticity of authorized 

participants.
• Distribution of shares among the participants.
• Stacking the shares to get the secret information.

Fig.2 Architecture of the proposed system

vI. conclusIon

Even though considerable advancement has been made in 
security enhancement of visual secret sharing & biometrics 
over the past decade, the methods have their own drawbacks. 
By using the visual secret sharing scheme with biometric 
authentication technique avoids data theft.

This is an overview about the application of  secret sharing 
scheme .The method suggested is widely applicable for  
information sharing and is more secured .Also it cover the  
intelligent information  management  which is now being 
used in telemedicine.
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